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The structure of mixtures of dipolar hard sphere fluids with components of equal size but different
dipole moments around a single ion is studied. The solvation energy and the polarization around the
ion is obtained in the framework of the mean spherical approximation~MSA!. Our theoretical
results and the results of other workers are compared with simulation data obtained from Monte
Carlo simulations. An interpretation of the meaning of preferential solvation is given in terms of the
contrasting behaviors of partial polarization in the bulk and near the ion. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50830-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

The solvation of ions by polar solvents has been the
subject of numerous theoretical and experimental studies.
One of the fundamental quantities is the free energy of sol-
vation. Its simplest description relies on the consideration of
the solvent as a macroscopic dielectric continuum that be-
comes polarized by the presence of the ion. The interaction
energy between the solvent polarization and the field created
by the ion is then characterized by the dielectric constant of
the solvent. Although the macroscopic approximation cap-
tures the basic ingredients of the free energy of solvation,
their quantitative predictions are often at variance with the
experimental findings, in particular for solute ions whose
sizes are not very large compared with the size of the solvent
molecules.

The limitations of the dielectric continuum treatment of
the Born free energy of solvation has led to the introduction
of other alternatives that contemplate the molecular descrip-
tion of the solute–solvent system. Starting from the integral
equations of liquid theory, and under suitable approxima-
tions, analytical expressions for the solvation free energy
have been found. In particular, for a model of a hard sphere
solute ion in a bath of solvent molecules formed by hard
spheres with point dipoles, Chanet al. derived a formula for
the Born free energy of solvation within the mean spherical
approximation~MSA!.1 Their expression amounts to replac-
ing the solvent hard sphere diameter in the classical Born
expression by an effective one, which depends on the dipole
number density, the dipole moment, and the dielectric con-
stant of the pure solvent. Their theoretical treatment gives
support to empirical expressions widely used to fit experi-
mental data. A molecular theory of solvation based on the
density functional theory has been put forward by Chandra
and Bagchi,2 leading to an expression for the free energy of
solvation which has to be evaluated numerically. Patey and
co-workers3 have used the linearized hypernetted chain clo-
sure~LHNC! to solve the Ornstein–Zernike equation for the

same model of hard sphere dipoles embedding a hard sphere
point charge. The resulting expressions are more compli-
cated than the corresponding ones found in the MSA, their
solutions requiring a nontrivial numerical treatment. It is
found that the solvation energy obtained within the LHNC
agrees well with that obtained from the MSA, except for
solute ions whose diameters are much larger than that of a
solvent molecule. Other theoretical approaches are based on
the use of perturbation theory. In recent work, Pade´ approx-
imant techniques have been exploited to truncate the pertur-
bation expansion of the solvation chemical potential of a
dipole in dipolar liquids.4 Extensions of the dielectric con-
tinuum theory that include dielectric saturation and electros-
triction effects have been developed in Ref. 5.

Numerical simulations have also been profusely used in
the study of solvation problems.6–12 General considerations
about the calculation of free energies of solvation can be
found in Ref. 13. Although in recent years most of the inter-
est has focused on the analysis of the dynamics of
solvation,14–18 some work has been devoted to the study of
structural and thermodynamical properties. Monte Carlo
simulations were used in Ref. 6 to analyze the dependence of
the solvation energy in a polar liquid with the solute charge
and the influence of dielectric saturation effects. In Ref. 9,
the dependence on the ionic charge of hydration free ener-
gies of ions is studied. A detailed analysis of the thermody-
namics of ion solvation in dipolar fluids using Monte Carlo
simulations and the mean reaction field method is presented
in Ref. 12. Recently, simulations of a dipole in a bath of
polar hard spheres have been presented in Ref. 4.

In this paper we address the problem of calculating the
solvation free energy of an ion in a mixture of polar fluids.
Mixtures of polar solvents are very convenient from an ex-
perimental point of view as the polarity of the solvent can be
easily controlled by varying the composition of the mixture.
Nonetheless, the analysis of solvation of ions in mixtures has
received less attention than in pure solvents.2,19 In a previous
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study,20 we analyzed the dependence of the reorganization
energy of electron transfer reactions in polar mixtures with
the mixture composition, using Monte Carlo techniques. The
simulations clearly indicate that there exists an excess reor-
ganization energy: as a small amount of the solvent with
higher polarity is added to the mixture, the reorganization
energy increases drastically. There, the inability of theoreti-
cal expressions to explain this phenomena was noticed. The
calculation of the solute–solvent radial distribution function
seemed to indicate that the microscopic origin of this phe-
nomenon is the preferential solvation of the ions by the more
polar species. The theoretical study of the influence of pref-
erential solvation on the reorganization energy is complex, as
one has to deal with two charge centers. Here, we consider
the somewhat simpler problem of a single ion in a solution at
infinite dilution and carry out a theoretical and simulation
analysis of a model system.

We will see that a key ingredient to understand the be-
havior of the free solvation energy of an ion in a mixture of
polar solvents is the preferential solvation of the ion by the
component with the higher polarity. The existence of prefer-
ential solvation has been related in the literature to deviations
of the free solvation energy from an ideal behavior, charac-
terized by a linear dependence of the free energy with the
mixture composition.2 We believe that deviation from that
assumed linearity is not a signature of preferential solvation.
Rather, we focus on the behavior of the total and partial
polarization densities of the two components around the ion
induced by the ion fields. They contain the key solute–
solvent correlations and, based on their knowledge, one can
give a microscopic interpretation of what is normally termed
preferential solvation. Namely, the composition of the mix-
ture near the ion is substantially different from the nominal
composition of the liquid in the bulk, away from the ion.
This feature can be characterized by the excess local molar
fraction parameter~Marcus!.21,22 The component with the
higher polarity contributes to the total polarization density of
the first two solvation shells around the ion with a much
greater value than its bulk molar fraction would indicate.
This local structuration of the mixture in the first few solva-
tion shells gives rise to preferential solvation, and as the
authors of Ref. 2 point out, its existence is not necessarily
related to specific details of the molecular interactions such
as hydrogen bonds. Furthermore, we notice that continuum
dielectric theories for the free solvation energy containing
the dielectric constant as input are not valid, in general. The
reason is that the dielectric constant incorporates just the
solvent–solvent correlations in the absence of solute, and
these correlations are not the relevant ones in relation with
the solvation free energy.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
present analytical results for a model of a hard sphere solute
ion embedded in a mixture of hard sphere dipolar solvents of
equal radii and different polarities. The MSA theory for the
case of single component solvent has been thoroughly devel-
oped by Chanet al.1 We extend their ideas to the case of a
binary solvent mixture, obtaining analytical expressions for
the partial and total solvent polarizations and the free energy
of solvation. We also briefly review the theory of Chandra

and Bagchi2 based on a linearization of the free-energy func-
tional of an inhomogeneous mixture in the presence of an ion
field. In Sec. III we describe the methodology used in our
Monte Carlo simulations. Section IV contains the results of
the simulations and a comparison with the analytical predic-
tions.

II. ANALYTICAL THEORIES

A. MSA for ions in a mixture of hard sphere solvents

The description of the dielectric properties of solvents
within the mean spherical approximation has been carried
out by several authors starting from the work of
Wertheim.23,24 Adelman and Deutch25 have solved the prob-
lem of a mixture of dipolar hard spheres in the framework of
the MSA. In the case of equally sized components, they
show that the mixture behaves like a monocomponent fluid
with the same hard sphere radius and temperature parameter
as the original mixture, but with effective dipole moment

m̃25
1

m(
k

mk
2, ~1!

and density

r̃5
1

m̃2 (
k

mk
2rk , ~2!

wherem is the number of components in the mixture, andmk

andrk are the dipole moments and number densities of each
component, respectively. The correlation functions are com-
pletely determined by the correlation functions of Wer-
theim’s solution for the effective pure polar fluid.

Chan et al.1 have solved the problem of a mixture of
ions modeled by hard spheres with point charges in a dipolar
solvent of hard spheres with point dipoles, obtaining an ex-
pression for the free energy of solvation~Born free energy of
charging! of an ion of chargezeat infinite dilution,

FB52
~ze!2

2~ 1
2R11Rs!

S 12
1

e D . ~3!

Here,e is the dielectric constant of thepuredipolar fluid,R1

is the ion diameter, andRs is a correction to Born’s expres-
sion that is given in terms of the dipole radius and the di-
electric properties of thepure dipolar fluid.

Our aim is to determine the solvation energy of an ion in
a binary mixture of dipolar fluids with equal radii but differ-
ent dipolar moments. The result of Adelman and Deutch for
the solvent mixture in the absence of ions suggests that Eq.
~3! could be applied, using the dielectric properties of the
effective fluid, as given by Eqs.~1! and~2!. In what follows,
we will outline the necessary steps to generalize the theory of
Chanet al. for a solvent consisting of two components with
equal radii and different polarity. We will follow the notation
of Chanet al.and will refer to their paper where appropriate.

The ionic solutes are treated as charged hard spheres
with diameterR1 ; different species of ions carry chargesza

and the electroneutrality condition
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(
a

raza50 ~4!

is assumed to hold, wherera denotes the number density for
speciesa. The ions are solvated by a mixture of hard
spheres, each species having diameterR2 , number density
r i , and carrying a dipole momentm i . The interaction poten-
tials have a hard core repulsive term and

uab~r !5zazbe2/r , r .R1 , ~5!

ua i~r ,v2!52zaem iE2 /r 2, r .R125
1
2~R11R2!, ~6!

ui j ~v1 ,r ,v2!52m im jD12/r 3, r .R2 , ~7!

where we have adopted Greek indices for ions and Latin
indices for dipoles. The functionsEi5m̂(vi)• r̂ and Di j

5m̂(vi)(3r̂ r̂2I )m̂(vj ) are the angular dependent parts of
the interaction potentials. In these expressions,e is the el-
ementary charge,I is the 333 unit tensor, and the unit vec-
tor r̂ points from the molecule denoted by the first index
towards the one denoted by the second index. The orienta-
tion of a dipole moment is defined by the solid anglev.

The Ornstein–Zernike~OZ! equations for an ion–dipole
mixture are given by

hab~r !5cab~r !1(
g

rgE dscag~ ur2su!hgb~s!

1(
k

rkE dŝ cak~r2s!hkb~v3 ,s!&v3
, ~8!

ha j~r ,v2!5ca j~r ,v2!1(
g

rgE dscag

3~ ur2su!hg j~s,v2!1(
k

rkE ds

3^cak~r2s,v3!hk j~v3 ,s,v2!&v3
, ~9!

hib~v1 ,r !5cib~v1 ,r !1(
g

rgE dscig

3~v1 ,r2s!hgb~s!1(
k

rkE ds

3^cik~v1 ,r2s,v3!hkb~v3 ,s!&v3
, ~10!

hi j ~v1 ,r ,v2!5ci j ~v1 ,r ,v2!

1(
g

rgE dscig~v1 ,r2s!hg j~s,v2!

1(
k

rkE dŝ cik~vi ,r2s,v3!hk j

3~v3 ,s,v2!&v3
, ~11!

whereh is the total andc the direct correlation function. We
have used the notation̂&v51/4p*dv for the angular con-
volution. In the MSA, the closure conditions are obtained
from Eqs.~5!–~7!,

hIJ~v1 ,r ,v2!521, r ,RIJ
c ,

cIJ~v1 ,r ,v2!52buIJ~v1 ,r ,v2! r .RIJ
c ; ~12!

I 5a,i ;J5b, j .

Here we have introduced upper case Latin indices which run
over both Greek and Latin indices. In this notation the argu-
ments of the correlation functions have to be adjusted de-
pending on the current index: if two Greek indices are
present, the argument isr. A Greek and a Latin index carryr
and an angular dependence. In this case, if the Latin index is
the second one, this angular dependence isv2 , otherwise it
is v1 . Two Latin indices carry the full argument as in Eq.
~12!. The contact distanceRIJ

c is R1 for two Greek indices,
R2 for two Latin indices, andR12 for one Greek and one
Latin index.

The angular functions 1,Ei , Di j , and D i j 5m̂(vi)
•m̂(vj ) form a closed set under the angular convolution
^A(v1 ,v3)B(v3 ,v2)&v3 . Multiplication tables for these
quantities can be found in Ref. 1. Using this angular decom-
position, we use an ansatz of the form

f ab~r !5 f 11~r !1zazb f C~r !,

f a j~r ,v2!5 f 12~r !1zam̃ j f
E~r !E2 ,

~13!f ib~vi ,r !5 f 21~r !2zbm̃ i f
E~r !E1 ,

f i j ~vi ,r ,v2!5 f 22~r !1m̃ im̃ j f
D~r !D121m̃ im̃ j f

D~r !D12

for the correlation functions, wheref 5c, h, and m̃ i

5m i /m̃. This conveniently introduces the dipole moment of
the effective fluid as defined in Eq.~1!. Note that our ansatz
is essentially the same as the one in Ref. 1; the angular parts
of the correlation functions have been scaled according to the
different interaction potentials. The closure conditions~12!
in terms of these functions are the hard core conditionsh11

5h125h215h22521 for distances shorter than contact, and

cC~r !52b
e2

r
, r .R1 , ~14!

cE~r !5bm̃
e2

r 2 , r .R12, ~15!

cD~r !5bm̃2
1

r 3 , r .R2 . ~16!

These conditions are the same as in Ref. 1, whenm in Ref. 1
is replaced by the dipole moment of the effective pure fluid
m̃. The three-dimensional Fourier transform

f̃ ~v1 ,k,v2!5E dr eik•r f ~v1 ,r ,v2! ~17!

of the OZ equations in our notation may be written as

h̃IJ~v1 ,k,v2!

5 c̃IJ~v1 ,k,v2!

1(
K

rK^c̃IK~v1 ,k,v3!h̃KJ~v3 ,k,v2!&v3
. ~18!

The angular decomposition off̃ IJ(v1 ,k,v2) is the same as
in Eq. ~13!, when r is replaced byk and f by f̃ . The
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k-dependent angular functions will be denoted by 1,Ẽi , D̃ i j ,
andD̃ i j . Note that the coefficients of these angular functions
may be obtained by one-dimensional Hankel transforms
from their r-dependent counterparts

f̃ ~k!54p~2 i !nE
0

`

dr j n~kr ! f ~r !, ~19!

where j n(x) is the spherical Bessel function of ordern and
the coefficients are transformed according to

f̃ ~k!5 f̃ D~k!; n52, ~20!

f̃ ~k!5 f̃ E~k!; n51, ~21!

f̃ ~k!5 f̃ C~k!, f̃ D~k!, f̃ ab~a,b51,2!; n50. ~22!

In order to obtain decoupled equations for these quanti-
ties, it is convenient to introduce two new orthogonal angular
functions

J̃151/3~D̃1D̃ !, ~23!

J̃251/3~2D̃2D̃ !, ~24!

with coefficients

f̃ 15 f̃ D12 f̃ D, ~25!

f̃ 25 f̃ D2 f̃ D. ~26!

Carrying out the angular convolution in Eq.~18!, using
the electroneutrality condition~4!, and setting

rc5(
g

rgzg
2, ~27!

r I5(
g

rg , ~28!

rd5(
k

rk , ~29!

we obtain the following coupled set of equations for the
correlation functions:

h̃11~k!5 c̃11~k!1r I c̃11~k!h̃11~k!1rdc̃12~k!h̃21~k!, ~30!

h̃12~k!5 c̃12~k!1r I c̃11~k!h̃12~k!1rdc̃12~k!h̃22~k!, ~31!

h̃21~k!5 c̃21~k!1r I c̃21~k!h̃11~k!1rdc̃22~k!h̃21~k!, ~32!

h̃22~k!5 c̃22~k!1r I c̃21~k!h̃12~k!1rdc̃22~k!h̃22~k!, ~33!

h̃C~k!5 c̃C~k!1rcc̃
C~k!h̃C~k!2 1

3r̃ c̃E~k!h̃E~k!, ~34!

h̃E~k!5 c̃E~k!1rcc̃
C~k!h̃E~k!1 1

3r̃ c̃E~k!h̃1~k!, ~35!

h̃1~k!5 c̃1~k!2rcc̃
E~k!h̃E~k!1 1

3r̃ c̃1~k!h̃1~k!, ~36!

h̃2~k!5 c̃2~k!1 1
3r̃ c̃2~k!h̃2~k!. ~37!

This set of equations can be divided into three uncoupled
groups: group A, Eqs.~30!–~33!, together with the corre-
sponding closure conditions~12! defines a mixture of hard
spheres of diameterR1 at densityr I and diameterR2 at
densityrd with the Percus–Yevick closure. Group B, Eqs.

~35!–~36!, describes the angular correlation of the fluid. Fi-
nally, Eq.~37! is decoupled from the other equations. When
comparing our equations with the results of Chanet al., we
note that the angular correlations~group B! are described by
the same OZ equations, whenr is replaced by the density of
the effective fluidr̃. As has been noted above, the closure
conditions are also identical, replacingm by m̃. Thus, in
what follows, we will use the results of Chanet al. for h̃1

and h̃E.
The average interaction energy of a single ion with the

polar mixture is given by

E5
1

4p (
k

rkE E dr dv uak~r ,v!gak~r ,v!

52
4pza

2e

3
r̃m̃E

R12

`

hE~r !, ~38!

where we have used Eqs.~6! and~13!. The Born free energy
of solvation for an ion of chargeze is then obtained as1

FB52
1

2

~ze!2

1
2R11Rs

S 12
1

e
D ,

Rs5R2S 1

2
2

3j̃

~114j̃ !
D , ~39!

wherej̃ is the solution of

Q~2j̃ !2Q~2 j̃ !53
4p

9
b• r̃m̃2. ~40!

Here,Q(h) is the Percus–Yevick hard sphere inverse com-
pressibility ande is the dielectric constant of the pure effec-
tive fluid25 ~see the Appendix!. In the following sections, we
will compare the predictions of Eq.~39! with the simulation
results.

The solvation energy basically depends on the solvent
longitudinal polarization density around the ion. The solvent
polarization characterizes the response of the solvent to the
field of the solvated ion. By definition, the polarization den-
sity of the k species in the mixture induced by the ion is
given by

Pk~r !5
rk

4p E dv gak~r ,v!mk~v!• r̂5
rkmk

2z

3m̃
hE~r !,

~41!

and the total polarization density is

P~r !5(
k

Pk5 1
3r̃m̃zhE~r !. ~42!

Far from the ion, the polarization density takes its asymptotic
value given by the macroscopic expression

Pmac5
ze

r 2

1

4p S 12
1

e D . ~43!

It will be illustrative to inspect the ratioPk(r )/Pmac(r ).
This quantity represents the deviation of the polarization
density with respect to the macroscopic model, and it empha-
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sizes the relative contribution of each species. The evaluation
of the functionhE(r ) has been carried out in Ref. 1 and it
leads to

Pk~r !

Pmac~r !
5

rkmk
2

r̃m̃2 S 12r
dF~r !

dr
1F~r ! D , ~44!

where the quantityF(r ) is the solution of an integral equa-
tion which can be generated numerically by a trapezoidal
rule. The total polarization density can then be written as

P~r !

Pmac~r !
512r

dF~r !

dr
1F~r !. ~45!

The relative contribution of speciesk is scaled by the factor
rkmk

2. For the special case of a binary mixture with
r1m1

2/r2m2
251, both species contribute equally to the total

polarization densityP(r ). These results will be used later on
to discuss the meaning of preferential solvation of an ion in
a mixture of fluids formed by hard sphere dipoles.

B. The theory of Chandra and Bagchi

Chandra and Bagchi2 derived an expression for the en-
ergy of solvation of an ion in a binary mixture of polar liq-
uids. Their work is based on an expansion of the free-energy
functional of the inhomogeneous dipolar mixture in the pres-
ence of an external field~the ion field!. For the longitudinal
polarization of the two species, they obtain

Pi~k!5
3

4p
g i~k!E0~k!, i , j 51,2, ~46!

where E0(k)5E0(k) k̂ is the bare electric field of the ion,
E0(k)5 i4pze j0(kR)/k, and

g i~k!5
Yii Xj j ~k!2Xi j ~k!Yj j

Xii ~k!Xj j ~k!2Xi j ~k!Xji
, iÞ j , ~47!

Xi j ~k!5d i j 2
m i

m j

r i

4p
ci j

m~110,k!, ~48!

Yi j 54pbr im im j /9. ~49!

Here, theci j
m(110,k) are coefficients in the expansion of the

wave vector-dependent solvent–solvent direct correlation
function in terms of spherical harmonics in the molecular
frame ~this choice of frame is indicated by the superscript
m!.26 Namely,

f ~k,v18 ,v28!5 (
l 1l 2m

f m~ l 1l 2m,k!Yl 1m~v18!Yl 2m̄~v28!,

m̃52m. ~50!

The direct correlation function corresponds to the homoge-
neous dipolar mixture in the absence of solute ions and it
may be obtained in analytical form from the MSA solution
of the problem for the effective liquid.25 Thus, the coeffi-
cientsci j

m(110,k) can be readily evaluated within the MSA in
terms of the Percus–Yevick solution for a system of nonpo-
lar hard spheres with an effective density which depends on
the polarity of the actual solvent.

In what follows, we will restrict ourselves to a mixture
of equally sized dipoles with diameterR5R2 . For this case,
the result of Chandra and Bagchi for the solvation energy is

FB52
1

2

1

~2p!3 E dk P~k!•E0~k!

5
3~ze!2

p E dk~g1~k!1g2~k!! j 0
2~kR!, ~51!

and the polarization around the ion is given by

P~r !5P1~r !1P2~r !5
6ze

~2p!2 E dk k j1~kr ! j 0~kR!

3~g1~k!1g2~k!!. ~52!

Using the definition ofg i(k) and Eq.~A1!, it is easy to show
that

P1~k!

P2~k!
5

g1~k!

g2~k!
5

r1m1
2

r2m2
2 , ~53!

i.e., as in the previous approach, the ratio of the partial po-
larization densities is fixed by the system parameters. In or-
der to numerically evaluate Eqs.~51! and ~52!, the coeffi-
cients ci j

m(110,k) are required. In the Appendix, these
functions are given in terms of the Percus–Yevick direct
correlation function. The integrands in Eqs.~51! and~52! are
difficult to treat numerically. It is convenient to study
g12(k)5g1(k)1g2(k) for the limiting casesk→0 and k
→` ~see the Appendix! and to carry out the integration in
three parts, i.e.,

FB5
3~ze!2

p Fg12~0!E
0

k1
dk j0

2~kR!

1E
k1

k2
dk g12~k! j 0

2~kR!1g12~`!E
k2

`

dk j0
2~kR!G ,

~54!

where the parametersk1 and k2 are chosen such that the
result does not depend on these parameters. The integrals
over j 0

2(kR2) can be expressed in terms of sine integrals and
the numerical integration can now be restricted to a finite
range of valuesk where the integrands are numerically well
behaved.

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

We now turn to the calculation of the solvation free en-
ergy from Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of the model sys-
tem considered in the previous section. Periodic boundary
conditions with the minimum image convention27,28were ap-
plied to a cubic simulation box of side lengthL. Conver-
gence of the algorithm is accelerated by swapping solvent
particles of different species. Details of our simulation
method are described in Ref. 20. The simulations presented
in this paper have been carried out usingN5863 solvent
particles. We used a packing fractionh50.42, correspond-
ing to a dense liquid. A cutoff of 4 molecular diameters has
been applied for the long-ranged dipolar forces; contribu-
tions from outside the cutoff sphere have been taken into
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account using a generalized reaction field method.29 For each
system, 108 MC configurations were generated; mean values
were calculated after 107 equilibration configurations. The
dielectric constant of the reaction field has been obtained
from simulations of the pure solvent.

The free energy of charging of the solute ion in the so-
lution is given formally by the thermodynamic integration
expression30,31

DF~0→1!5E
0

1

dl^V&l , ~55!

which describes the free-energy difference between the un-
charged state of the solute (l50) and its final charged state
with total chargeze(l51). V represents the total solute–
solvent interaction energy and the angular brackets indicate
an average taken with an equilibrium ensemble describing
the overall system when the solute charge takes the fictitious
valuelze. The numerical evaluation of the above expression
requires, in principle, the knowledge of the integrand for a
large number of points, thus requiring a substantial number
of intermediate simulations. As pointed out by Hummer and
Szabo,31 another alternative to evaluate the free-energy dif-
ference is to make use of the information about the statistical
distribution of the values ofV available from computer simu-
lations of just the initial and final states. Following their
analysis, we evaluate the free-energy difference using the
expression

DF~0→1!'
1

2
~^V&01^V&1!2

b

12
~^~V2^V&0!2&0

2^~V2^V&1!2&1), ~56!

which depends on the knowledge of the first moments of the
statistical distribution ofV in the initial and final states. As
shown in Ref. 31, this expression is exact to fourth order in
the free-energy perturbation expansion. In order to check the
accuracy of Eq.~56!, we have carried out simulations for
intermediate points; in all cases the corrections to the free
energy are found to be within the statistical error limits.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 we plot the Born free energy of solvation of an
ion with valencez51 as a function of the molar composition
for a mixture of two hard sphere dipole liquids with equal
radii and dipole momentsmL50.17 eÅ andmH50.34 eÅ.
The radius of the solute ion is taken to be the same as the
solvent radius,R1/25R2/251.44 Å.

Even for the cases of a single component solvent~f H

50 and f H51!, the solvation energy obtained from the
MSA and the Chandra and Bagchi theory differs from the
value obtained in the simulations. The deviation of the the-
oretical results from the simulation data is larger for the pure
solvent with higher polarity (f H51). The simulation results
show two main features: first, a steep increase ofFB can be
noted when a small fraction of high polarity solvent is added
to the pure low polarity solvent (f H,0.1). Second, the value
of the free energy of solvation becomes practically indepen-
dent of the molar fraction forf H.0.5. This second feature of

the solvation energy is better described by the MSA results
and seems to be absent in the Chandra and Bagchi approach.

Both theories reproduce the deviation ofFB( f H) from an
‘‘ideal’’ law which implies a linear behavior with the molar
fraction f H . This deviation, as measured by the excess free
energy

DFB~ f H!5FB~ f H!2FB~0!2 f H~FB~1!2FB~0!!, ~57!

has been used in Ref. 2 as an indication for preferential sol-
vation. In Fig. 2 we plotDFB( f H) for the same parameters as
in Fig. 1. In this representation the deviation from the ideal
behavior can clearly be seen for both the theoretical and the
simulation results. However, the drastic increase ofFB for
small molar fractionsf H ~which gives rise to a pronounced
asymmetry inDFB! in the simulation results is not repro-
duced by the theories. The MSA approach yields a slightly
higher value of the excess free energy when compared with
the results of Chandra and Bagchi, although both theories
underestimateDFB .

To further investigate the differences between the simu-
lation results and the theoretical predictions, we now turn our
attention to the induced polarization densityP(r ) around the

FIG. 1. The Born free energy of solvation for the parameter values given in
the main text. The circles are the simulation results; the solid line is an
interpolation spline for these points. The dashed line is the theoretical pre-
diction of Eq. ~39!, the dotted-dashed line is the numerical result obtained
from the Chandra and Bagchi approach, Eq.~54!. The long dashed line
represents the macroscopic Born formula. The variablef H is the molar
fraction of the component with higher polarity.

FIG. 2. The excess free energy, Eq.~57!, for the same parameters and line
types as in Fig. 1.
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ion. In Fig. 3 we represent the partial polarization densities
PL(r )/Pmac(r ) andPH(r )/Pmac(r ) for the case of a mixture
with rLmL

2/rHmH
2 51, i.e., f H50.2. For this choice of param-

eters, the partial polarizations of the low and high polarity
species@PL(r ) and PH(r )# obtained within the MSA@see
Eq. ~44!# are identical. The same holds true for the Chandra
and Bagchi approach@see Eq.~53!#. In Fig. 3, this is mani-
fested by the coincidence of the two partial polarization den-
sity plots for each theoretical description. Both theoretical
results give a similar behavior, except for values ofr close to
contact. The first maximum ofPk(r ) (k5L,H) lies at r
5R in the MSA method, while the Chandra and Bagchi
result shows a first maximum for valuesr slightly larger than
R. For valuesr→`, both theories predict the expected mac-
roscopic bulk value of the polarization density
PL(r )/Pmac(r )5PH(r )/Pmac(r )51/2.

The failure of the theoretical polarizations to describe
the simulation results are clearly seen in the figure. The par-
tial polarization densitiesPk

sim(r ) show oscillations, even for
intermolecular distances at which the theoretical results have
already reached their asymptotic value. Furthermore, the po-
sitions of the maxima and minima are displaced. Thus, the
structure of the first few solvation shells is not predicted well
by the theories. Another discrepancy manifests itself when
studying the first and second solvation shell. While the theo-
ries predictPL(r )5PH(r ) for all r, the simulation indicates
that the contribution ofPH prevails for small intermolecular
distances. This feature is more pronounced for the first sol-
vation shell.

An interesting conclusion that can be drawn from the
results discussed above concerns the meaning of preferential
solvation. In the work of Chandra and Bagchi, preferential
solvation is defined in terms of the deviation of the solvation
energy from its ideal behavior with respect to the molar frac-
tion. Let us suppose for a moment that the ion–dipole pair
distribution function for speciesk5L,H is defined as

gak~r ,v2!5gak~r !1z
mk

m̃
hk

E~r !E2
k , ~58!

i.e., both the radial and the angular component of the corre-
lation function depend on the indexk. In this case, the angu-
lar average ofmk• r̂ is given by

^mkE2
k&~r !5

1

4p
*dv2 mkE2

kgak~r ,v2!

1

4p
*dv2 gak~r ,v2!

5
1

3
z

mk
2

m̃
hk

E~r !gak~r ! , ~59!

and the partial polarization due to speciesk is

Pk~r !5
rk

4p E dv2 mkE2
kgak~r ,v2!

5rkmk
2^E2

k/mk&~r !gak~r !5rkmk
2ĥk~r , f H!, ~60!

where we have introducedĥk(r , f H). The argumentf H in this
function indicates thatĥk(r , f H) generally depends on the
molar composition of the mixture. The ratio of the partial
polarizations will thus be given by

PH~r !

PL~r !
5

rHmH
2 ĥH~r , f H!

rLmL
2ĥL~r , f H!

. ~61!

By writing the partial polarization densities in the form of
Eq. ~60!, we have conveniently separated ther-dependent
contributions toPk(r ) that describe the angular correlations
^E2

k/mk&(r ), on one hand, and the radial distribution func-
tions gak(r ) on the other.

In the previous sections, we have shown that for the two
theories discussed in this paper, the ratioPH(r )/PL(r ) is a
constant independent ofr: PH(r )/PL(r )5rhmH

2 /rLmL
2. This

arises because in the framework of the two theoretical treat-
ments mentioned in this paper,ĥ(r , f H) has the same func-
tional form for both components of the mixture at a fixed
molar fraction, so thatĥH(r , f H)5ĥL(r , f H)5ĥ(r , f H). Note
that the functionĥ(r , f H) that is implicit in the work of
Chandra and Bagchi differs fromĥ(r , f H) in the MSA. The
total polarization in terms ofĥ(r , f H) is then

P~r !5PL~r !1PH~r !5rd~mL
21 f H~mH

2 2mL
2!! f ~r , f H!.

~62!

If ĥ(r , f H) were independent off H , Eq. ~62! would yield a
linear ~ideal! behavior of the solvation energy with the molar
fraction. Thus, the nonideality observed in Fig. 2 is a conse-
quence of the dependence ofĥ(r , f H) on the molar fraction.
One should note that, even when using the Born formula for
the solvation energy, with a dielectric constant of the mixture
evaluated following the prescription of Adelman and
Deutch,25 a nonideal behavior is obtained. This is to be ex-
pected, as the dielectric constant is not a linear function of
f H . This limited description is not capable of describing the
intuitive picture of preferential solvation: when the ion is
preferentially solvated by the more polar species, one usually
has in mind that the first solvation shell is composed, to a

FIG. 3. The partial polarization densitiesPk(R)/Pmac(R) around the ion for
the same system parameters as in Fig. 1. The reduced radiusR is defined as
R5r /R15r /R2 . The composition of the mixture is adjusted by the relation
rLmL

2/rHmH
2 51, i.e., f H50.2. The simulation resultsPH(R) andPL(R) are

represented by a solid line and a dotted line, respectively. For
rLmL

2/rHmH
2 51, both theories givePL(R)5PH(R). The MSA result is

plotted as a dashed line, while a dotted-dashed line is used for the Chandra
and Bagchi approach.
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large extent, of molecules of the more polar species. This has
as a consequence thatgaH(r ) andgaL(r ) are different, and
the ratioĥH(r , f H)/ĥL(r , f H) is no longer unity and will gen-
erally depend onr. The simulation results for the partial
polarizations shown in Fig. 3 show just this behavior. The
ratio ĥH(r , f H)/ĥL(r , f H) differs from unity in the first two
solvation shells; for distances close to contact we obtain val-
ues as high asĥH(r ,0.2)/ĥL(r ,0.2)'25.

It is instructive to analyze the ratioŝ E2
H/mH&

3(r )/^E2
L/mL&(r ) and gaH(r )/gaL(r ) separately. In Fig. 4

we have plotted these ratios from the simulation data for a
molar fraction of f H50.2. It can clearly be seen that the
main contribution to the deviation ofĥH(r , f H)/ĥL(r , f H)
from unity stems from the radial contribution, i.e., from a
spatial reorganization of the first two solvation shells. The
ratio gaH(r )/gaL(r ) reaches values ofgaH(r )/gaL(r )'45
for distances close to contact. This corresponds to the intui-
tive picture of preferential solvation that we have given
above. The angular contribution of the more polar species,
^E2

H/mH&(r ), when defined in this way, actually is smaller
than its counterpart corresponding to the less polar species.
However, the angular correlation̂E2

H&(r )5^cos(m̂H
• r̂ )& is

larger than̂ E2
L&(r ), as expected. The preferential solvation

parameter as defined by Marcus21,22 is

d f H5 f H
loc2 f H , ~63!

wheref H
loc is the local molar fraction of speciesH in a sphere

of radiusRloc around the ion. Note that this parameter is zero
both for the macroscopic~Born! and the MSA description as
used in this work. In Fig. 5 we have represented this excess
molar fraction forRloc54.0 Å, corresponding approximately
to the first minimum ofgaH(r ). The simulation data show a
quite large deviation from zero for a wide range of molar
fractions. The maximum value ofd f H'0.6 is reached for
f H'0.12, in agreement with the steep increase of the solva-
tion free energy for small molar fractions, as has been noted
above.

The simulations indicate that a better theoretical descrip-
tion of the solvation of hard sphere ions in binary mixtures of
hard sphere dipoles must take into account ther dependence
of ĥH(r , f H)/ĥL(r , f H). Namely, an ion–dipole pair distribu-

tion function with the form of Eq.~58!, which contains sepa-
rate radial and angular correlation functions for each species,
should be used in order to adequately describe the phenom-
enon of preferential solvation. We will address this question
in future work. The approach used here@see Eq.~13!#, as
well as the theory of Chandra and Bagchi, do not fulfill this
requirement. Nevertheless, they reproduce the qualitative be-
havior of the solvation energy with respect to the molar frac-
tion and represent an improvement over the macroscopic de-
scription.
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APPENDIX: MSA RESULTS FOR THE HOMOGENEOUS
MIXTURE

In the paper of Adelman and Deutch,25 the direct corre-
lation function for a homogeneous dipole mixture of equally
sized molecules of diameters is given in terms of the MSA
solution for the effective fluid

ci j
m~110,k!5m̃22m im j cMSA

m ~110,k,r̃,m̃ !, ~A1!

cMSA
m ~110,k!52~4p!2kE

0

s

dr r 2 j 0~kr !cPY~r ,2kr̃!,

~A2!

cPY~r !5c01c1S r

s D1c3S r

s D 3

. ~A3!

Here,cPY is the Perkus–Yevick direct correlation function at
density 2kr̃, andk is obtained from the relation

Q~2kh̃!2Q~2kh̃!53ỹ53~4p/9!br̃m̃2, ~A4!

with

Q~x!5
~112x!2

~12x!4 . ~A5!

FIG. 4. The ratioŝ E2
H/mH&(R)/^E2

L/mL&(R) and gaH(R)/gaL(R) as ob-
tained from the simulation. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. The preferential solvation parameter as defined in Eq.~63!. The
local molar fraction has been determined from the radial distribution func-
tions inside a sphere with radiusRloc54.0 Å around the solute. The circles
represent the simulation results; the solid line is a spline interpolation of
these points.
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The coefficientsci are

c052Q~ h̃ ![2
~112h̃ !2

~12h̃ !4 , ~A6!

c156h̃
~11h̃/2!2

12h̃4 , ~A7!

c35 1
2h̃c0 . ~A8!

For k50, the correlation function may be expressed in
terms ofQ

cMSA
m ~110,0!5

4p

r̃
~12Q~2kh̃!!. ~A9!

The dielectric constante of the mixture in the MSA is given
by

e5
Q~2kh̃!

Q~2kh̃!
. ~A10!

We will define

c̃~k!512
r̃

4p
cMSA

m ~110,k!, ~A11!

which results as the denominator of the expression for
g12(k)5g1(k)1g2(k)

X11~k!X22~k!2X12~k!X21~k!5 c̃~k!. ~A12!

By noting thatY111Y225 ỹ andXii 2Xi j 51, we find that

g12~k!5g1~k!1g2~k!5
1

3

Q~2kh̃!2Q~2kh̃!

c̃~k!
. ~A13!

In the limiting casek→0, we find from Eqs.~A9! and~A10!
that

g12~0!5
1

3 S 12
1

ẽ D , ~A14!

for k→`, c̃(k)→1 and

g12~k→`!5 1
3~Q~2kh̃!2Q~2kh̃!!. ~A15!
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